
Summary Draft Edition 1  

 

2020 posed a serious threat for the existence of human civilization. The Ultimate Pandemic placed the 
entire world locked indoors without any social activity in fear of almost certain demise as the result of 
the corona virus. Creeping into 2021, with various local and governmental Covid-19 restrictions many 
people turned to the Metaverse.  Once tapped in many users found these adorable avatars known as 
The Cryptopunks, 8-bit avatars on the Ethereum block chain that took over the Metaverse. Since this 
offering we’ve found that many other works of art as NFTs have found their way into the hearts of 
billions.  Another of which being the Bored Ape Yacht Club NFTs. These NFTs have virtually taken the 
Metaverse left with no prisons. These art pieces have been so inspiring that even our hearts here at 
Design Studio Arts labs have generating our own versions representing women.  

In just 12 short months NFTs have surpassed a more than $13 Billion trading volume, with Opensea 
being a major conduit for the acquisition and sell of NFTs in the Metaverse. Ethereum is the block chain 
of choice rivaling in popularity to even the seemingly untouchable Bitcoin.  

 

NFT Trading volume passed more than $13 billion in 2021 which is more than a 42,988% increase from a 
more than modest number of $33 million from 2020. We look to see even more gains and want you to 
be a part of the NFT experience. The Bored Ape Debutante Ball ape is just the NFT for you to acquire and 
enjoy all of its offerings and benefits.  

 

NFT are minted on a blocked chain and serves as a method to identify authentic ownership of an asset. 
Our Bored Ape Debutante Ball NFT (Debby Ape) is a digital asset that represents your membership into 
our one of a kind exclusive club. Each Bored Ape is unique although some may be rarer than others 
providing equal membership in the world of Bored Ape Debutante Ball. This project isn’t affiliated with 
the project of similar name but it does serves as inspiration along with the billions of women around the 
world who can be adequately represented by a Bored Ape Debutante Ball NFT as best we are able.  

Your Bored Ape Debutante Ball Club NFT like all other Bored Ape Debutante Ball Club NFTs will be 
minted on the Ethereum block chain and controlled by the smart contracts that enables their 
functionality. All of the information is accessible publicly on the Ethereum block chain.   

Bored Ape Debutante Ball Club Collections  

Bored Ape Debutante Ball - 

Your BADB NFT has 2 forms that are ERC721 tokens the second of which is created by using Pretty P 
serum that will all be ERC1155 tokens providing the attributes listing in regards to the transformation.  

The New Generated Collections:  

Bored Debby Ape Club 24,690 – Debby Apes are the Female Bored Apes generated from going to the 
Bored Ape Beauty Salon and getting a beauty treatment with the Pretty P formulas then being 



transformed into a new Bored Debby Ape. These apes are more mature, bold and exciting. See Bored 
Debby Ape Whitepaper for more info.  

Bored Ape Beauty Salon - P1, P2, PMax Serums, 24,720 Total 

P1 – 6 months after all BADB NFTs are sold. 15,000 Total. 

 P2 – 9 months after all BADB NFTs are sold. 9,090 Total.  

 PMax – 12 months after all BADB NFTs are sold. 600 Total. 

Bored Ape Beauty Salon will consist of 12,360 beauty treatments referred to as Pretty P Serum, P1, P2 
and PMax. Are you pushing P?  We are and our ladies become incredible. The Pretty P serum has 3 
versions P1 has 7,505 quantity, P2 has 4,550 and PMax 305 and are all ERC1155 tokens creating a total 
of 2 female Bored Ape Debutante Ball NFT’s per holder. Serum is airdropped to the holder of the version 
of ape that is eligible for the serum and is burned upon utilization. Apes must use serums in sequence to 
be transformed. There will be a total of 24,690 female apes. The Serum is a precise mix made of sugar, 
spice and everything nice as found in the original formula concocted by professor Utonium however it is 
missing the chemical X ingredient therefore not bestowing special powers to our girls. Bored Ape Beauty 
Salon tokens do not grant membership to the BADB club. See Bored Ape Beauty Salon Whitepaper for more 
info. 

Baby Bored Ape Nursery breeding apes through Interaction with ape avatars. There can be a total of 
24,690 Bored Baby Apes that will be an ERC721 token, Bored Baby Apes Nursery.  

Each Debutante Ball Ape can breed with any ape species and produce a baby bored ape that will be 
housed in the baby bored ape nursery. Births begin no sooner than 8 months after all BADB are sold.  

Lil Debby Apes (Lil Debby’s) or Billy Bored Apes. There can be 12,345 singular 7,500 twins, 4,545 triplets 
and 300 quadruplets. Baby Bored Ape Nursery tokens do not grant membership to the BADB club. See 
Baby Bored Ape Nursery Whitepaper for more info. 

Bored Ape Puppy Pound Like with all things there just has to be a cute little dog. And as such we will be 
creating the BAPP (Bored Ape Puppy Pound) as little companions to you female ape world. There will 
exist 12,345 Bored Ape Puppy’s generated as ERC721 tokens. This mix of Shiba Inu pups crossed breed 
with Teacup Pomeranian. These little cute pups will still the hearts of even the most devious crypto 
scammer. The BAPP tokens do not grant membership to the BADB club.  

Each Debutante Ball Ape will receive a whitelist spot for the Bored Ape Puppy Pound. Members will be 
able to purchase a puppy for a significant discount then, all remaining Pups will be sold for a nominal 
price based on market trends when the pups NFTs are produced in a public sales format. Each board ape 
will be able to mint the puppy to be a part of their home. 3 months after All Debutante Ball Apes are 
sold. See Bored Ape Puppy Pound Whitepaper for more info. 

 

 

 

 



 

The Bored Metaverse is about to get even bigger with these new additions to the family. Who knows 
how much larger this can be like the Bored Ape Lamborghini Garage, Bored Ape Penthouse Suites, Bored 
Ape Cigar Lounge. The possibilities are endless.  

And how do you know all this is possible. Because I’m a bad ass block chain developer and I already 
wrote these contracts. All we need is you!  

Community DAO The BADB – DAO.  

Decentralized Autonomous Organization. This DAO will be created with a chest of approximately 80 
Ethereum (or 10% of initial sells whichever is lower) of all funds created from this initial IPO of 11,900 
apes.  Each secondary sell will provide another 25% of the total royalty revenue generated to this 
community treasure chest and be used for only the purpose of purchasing NFTs and Crypto. The DAO is 
a work in progress and we will be seeking consulting and firms to assist us in building the best DAO in 
virtual space with a chest that can start with approximately 80 Ethereum (or 10% of initial sells 
whichever is lower) 

DAO (BADB-DAO) - 80 Ethereum (or 10% of initial sells whichever is lower) in acquisitions  

Acquisition of Metaverse Land  

Acquisition of Doodles, Space Doodles, Bored Ape, Mutant Ape Collection  

Acquisition of Mfers, CyberKongz, Legendary, CyberKongz VX, Cryptotoadz 

Acquisition of Future releases of Bored Ape Derivative NFT's  

All Holders of BADB Girl receive vote for DAO 

Development of High Definition Imagery and 3D Bored Ape Debutante Ball NFTs 

DAO models being considered include:  

Off Chain Cheaper with Gas IPFS - Gnosis Safe snapshot (Holders vote offline, Individuals with 
Tokens Vote, Vote is saved and saved to IPFS)  

On Chain Governance - Comp Governor Bravo aka Compound Governance (Web3 credentials 
are your access to vote)  

 

Membership  

Attend the Debutante Ball and Get to invite a Bored Ape = Invitation to the Ball 
Attend Bored Ape Debutante Ball Exclusive Events  
Receive Exclusive Bored Ape Holder Merchandise 
 
The Debutante Ball will be held every year in a major city nearest to the majority of our holders with 
only 100 exclusive invitations will be sent out to the female ape holders who contribute most to the 



growth of the community and awareness of the Bored Ape Debutante Ball Club. Apes who receive an 
invitation will receive 2 transportation passes 3 days, 2 nights in a hotel and 1 Ethereum plus local 
transportation. The first ball will be held in Atlanta, GA.  But that’s the physical ball. All apes will be able 
to attend the Metaverse version of the ball where your board apes will be able to attend and be 
displayed on virtual screens. Members will be able to vote for the queen of the ball who will receive 1 
Ethereum and the inaugural Bored Ape Debutante Ball Queen’s Crown and new Gown (Newly Created 
NFT from the winner NFT Avatar that will be customized and airdropped to the winner)!  
 
Exclusive merchandising made available only to the holders of the BADB NFTs.  
 
Members can win all expense VIP access to quarterly parties and holiday events.  Holiday New Year 
Party in January, Spring Debutante Ball in May, Summer BBQ event in July and Halloween Party in 
October to keep our holders engaged.  
 
Annual Art Show, each year holders along with other NFT artist will be invited to display their work at 
public NFT and digital art shows that we will host. The purpose of the show is to continue to show 
support of the NFT community and provide a new way for future generations to enjoy art. Members will 
have free access while public must pay an entry fee to limit access.  Held annually one week after Art 
Basel, referred as NFT-ATL, come for the culture, do it for the love!  
 
After the final sells, a huge party will start to officially kick off the BADB season.  
 
Humanitarianism  
 
10% of Revenue Generated will go to benefit humanitarian causes.   
 
15% will go into developing educational platform around the knowledge and development of 
Metaverse, NFT and Crypto technology. Making it easier to access and understand crypto technology to 
groups in the adverse socioeconomic status and providing financial literacy. Our founder has more than 
10 years’ experience in providing STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math) to youth from 
diverse backgrounds.  Blockchain technology is the perfect opportunity to not only teach youth about 
programming, art and technology but also introducing children to a form of financial literacy at an early 
again. Finance, Art, Science and Technology (FAST) can be a great opportunity to secure the future of 
the Metaverse in generations to come.   
 
Royalties  
 
10% of revenue will be returned back to the foundation on secondary market sells.  Of this 25% will go 
back into the community funded DAO.  25% will go into future research and development of education 
while the remaining 50% will reside with the founder and future development of other projects.  


